
African Studies 111/211 Monday 3:30–6:20, Spring 2017/2018
Professor Joel Samoff COURSE SYLLABUS

EDUCATION FOR ALL? THE GLOBAL AND THE LOCAL IN PUBLIC POLICY MAKING IN AFRICA

This seminar will focus on Africa, education, and public policy:

         AS 111
         AS 211

34 million primary school age children in sub-Saharan Africa are not in school. Why?

Meeting in Jomtien, Thailand, in 1990, the world committed itself to achieving Education for All by
2000. Funding agencies promised major new resources. Governments reaffirmed their intentions. The major
follow up meeting in Dakar in April, 2000, provided a sobering picture—notwithstanding promising initiatives,
education for all seemed no closer—and reset the major target dates to 2015. Alas, not. For some African
countries, education for all remains a distant dream. The Sustainable Development Goals, adopted in 2015,
have reset the target once again, to 2030.

This seminar will explore the trajectory of post-colonial education in Africa, both promises and
accomplishments. The aspirations have been high, and the initial progress was dramatic. African countries
have been the sites of many imaginative innovations in teaching and learning. Yet, the pace of that initial
progress was not sustained. Indeed, in some countries enrollments and literacy seemed to decline. Why?

We will address these puzzles by exploring education policy and the policy making process in
contemporary Africa.

Public policy is about choices and about how choices are made. Every political system must deal with
conflicting interests and preferences, many strongly felt, passionately articulated, and forcefully defended.
Public policy both reflects and shapes those conflicts. Often, alternative and incompatible policy directions
may seem equally attractive. How, then, is one path chosen over the others? Studying policy and policy
making in Africa, therefore, is an exploration of how communities and countries determine their political and
development agendas in settings where resources are severely constrained.

Public policy, of course, is not a fixed target. As well, it is important to recognize multiple meanings of
policy and to distinguish among intentions, rhetoric, and practice. It is also important to understand that
policies result from non-decisions as well as decisions. That is, often the most sharply contested issues are
those that determine what is on the agenda. Some perspectives, some interests, and some policy preferences
are effectively rejected by exclusion: they are never formally considered.

For education policy we will ask: What are the key issues? What—in practice, whose—interests are at
stake? Who are the activists, both individual and collective? How are demands articulated? How is the conflict
among goals resolved (or deflected or managed)? How does addressing those conflicts itself modify the policy
making process?

The seminar’s major task will thus be explorations in comparative public policy in Africa. Its
approach will be issue-oriented, analytic, historical, and cross-disciplinary. Selected case studies will permit
detailed analysis and attention to common themes.

This seminar has no prerequisites and will not assume particular prior knowledge or experiences. In
the expectation that students will have diverse backgrounds and different level of familiarity with Africa, the
seminar will enable participants to develop their own interests and their expertise. For those who have already
worked on Africa, this seminar will provide opportunities to extend and refine their analysis.

Organization

This course will be organized as a seminar. We will meet weekly. I shall take responsibility for
introducing the topics, reviewing relevant literature, and suggesting appropriate readings.  Class participants
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will share responsibility for the content and conduct of the seminar, including summarizing and criticizing their
readings, commenting on colleagues’ work, and suggesting paths for developing the topics we discuss.

To strengthen the empirical grounding for our discussions and to encourage collaborative work,
seminar participants will select early in the Quarter a country—Ghana, Kenya, Sénégal, or Uganda—on which
to concentrate throughout the course. Each seminar participant will thus have two vantage points on the
topics considered: that of Africa and public policy making in general and that of a particular African country.
As the Quarter progresses, seminar participants will focus part of their effort on their country of concentration,
including developing a relevant bibliography, doing supplementary reading, and sharing their puzzles,
observations, and insights with other class members.

Since the Memorial Day holiday reduces the regularly scheduled class meetings, to permit
presentations of class participants’ work, we will need to schedule an additional session.

Students whose documented disability may require an academic accommodation should contact the
Student Disability Resource Center (Office of Accessible Education): 563 Salvatierra Walk (723-1066,
723-1067 TTY).

Requirements

A seminar is the product of its participants. Hence, each participant will share in the responsibility for
the direction and conduct of the seminar, as well as completing her/his own individual work. This course is
available for 3 or 5 units.

All students will be expected to do the necessary reading for the course, both from the works suggest-
ed in the syllabus and from sources they locate themselves. All students will be expected as well to participate
in the seminar's collective effort, including reporting on particular readings, presenting their own ideas and
insights, and providing feedback to their colleagues. To reinforce the collaborative nature of our work,
students will comment online on each week's topic.

The assignments for this seminar will be both individual and collective. Each will build on the previous
work. Seminar participants will prepare a brief education profile of the country they are studying, analyze an
education policy issue in that country (students enrolled for 3 units will not prepare this paper), and develop
an analysis of external roles in education policy in that country. Those assignments will have collective
counterparts: seminar participants working on each country will present to the class an integrated country
education profile, an integrated overview of education policy making, and an integrated analysis of external
roles in the education policy process. In sum, course writing requirements are a brief initial overview and one
(3 units) or two (5 units) analytic papers, as well as group work focused on the countries we are studying.
There are no examinations.

Graduate students enrolled in African Studies 211 will receive supplementary instructions for their
written work and will meet periodically to extend class discussions and analyses.

This seminar will require initiative, self-direction, and collective responsibility on the part of each
participant. Each individual's own work is intended to contribute to a collective product. For that to be
possible, each individual's own work must be thorough, creative, and timely.

Except by special arrangement, written work will be expected when due and will not be accepted after
the last class meeting.

Readings

Several sorts of readings are necessary for this class: broad overviews of major events and actors,
analyses of specific issues and interactions in African history, politics, and society, and empirical studies of
particular people, places, and events.

All seminar participants will also be expected to review a set of basic readings for each seminar topic,
available as a Course Reader. The AS 111/211 Course Reader will be ordered online from University Readers
and shipped directly. Placing an order provides immediate electronic access to the first 30% of the Course
Reader in pdf format. Students order online at https://students.universityreaders.com/store/ .

https://students.universityreaders.com/store/
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Additional readings will be available on course reserve in Green Library (some materials may be in
Cubberley Library) or on the course web site in Canvas (canvas.stanford.edu).

Reading for this course must be critical and analytical. Since the assigned readings are entry points to
the topics considered, class participants will be expected to develop their own supplementary reading lists.

Readings for each topic are listed in the schedule of seminar sessions. Since some important
sources, especially those we identify during the Quarter, may not be on library reserve, seminar participants
will need to locate them in the general library collections or online and share them with other class members.
Let me know immediately if needed sources seem to be unavailable.

Since an important goal of the course is to enable students to develop their skills in finding and using
relevant research, seminar participants will be expected to supplement those suggested readings with other
materials relevant to the topics considered and to the countries on which they focus.

Studying contemporary Africa requires regular use of both electronic and print sources. Course
assignments and discussions will therefore encourage students to develop their electronic searching and
locating skills for sources available in both print and electronic form. Since all students have access to online
sources, with the exception of a few especially important documents, sources available online will not be
added to library reserve. Electronic sources, however, will not in themselves provide a sufficient foundation for
our seminar’s work. Even as the volume of material available online increases, printed publications—books,
scholarly articles, and government documents—will remain important.

The list of seminar sessions, topics, and dates, along with suggested readings, is attached. The
materials included in Course Reader are marked r. The materials available electronically on the course web
site are marked WS. The lists of readings for each theme are of course themselves introductions to broad
topics and themes. Course participants will need, therefore, to develop the skills of addressing a list that
contains more readings than can be accomplished within a single week and that must be supplemented by
additional readings selected by each individual. Those skills include: identifying quickly the major thrust of the
argument presented in an article or book; surveying the contents of a book through its preface, introduction,
table of contents, and initial and concluding chapters; associating authors with particular schools of thought
and/or methodologies; reading for a narrowly defined purpose; building on reading previously done; and
sharing reading responsibilities with other class members. Each week, each class member will need to make
judicious choices about what to read and how to read it.

Evaluation and Grading

The primary criteria for grading will be both individual progress (in mastery of the course themes and
relevant literature and in critical, analytic, and synthetic skills) throughout the Quarter and contribution to the
collective effort of the class. Thus, no student will be disadvantaged by a relatively more limited background at
the outset. Since collaboration with others in the class is essential to our approach, outstanding work must be
reflected in both papers and class participation.

Written work will be evaluated as it is submitted. I am happy to meet with seminar participants to sup-
plement the written evaluations.

This course will require a substantial independent and self-sustained effort, as well as a creative
contribution to a collective enterprise. For those who accept that challenge, the course should prove
demanding, involving, and rewarding.

https://canvas.stanford.edu
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Schedule of Seminar Sessions

Note on schedule: Since we miss one week for the Memorial Day holiday (28 May), we will
schedule a special session in Week 9 or 10 to present and discuss final papers.

Note on readings: The readings listed below are found in several places. Some are in the
course reader (r) or on the course web site (WS). Unless otherwise specified, journal articles
are available to the Stanford community through the Stanford library. Some books are
available online (URLs indicated below), while others are on course reserve in Green or
Cubberley Library. Studying Africa requires becoming skilled in finding relevant resources.

Introduction: Education for All as Public Policy
Education in Africa I: Aspirations and Accomplishments (2 April)

Meeting in Jomtien, Thailand, in 1990, nearly all of the world’s countries and most of the major
international organizations committed themselves to achieving Education for All. The World Bank and other
funding agencies promised major new resources. Governments reaffirmed their intentions. The major follow
up meeting in Dakar in April, 2000, provided a sobering picture and reset the major target dates to 2015.
What has been the trajectory of post-colonial education in Africa, both promises and accomplishments? Why?
Our principal concerns in this initial session are to introduce the course content and organize the seminar, to
explore the interests of course participants, and to begin to address general issues of approach and method in
the study of education policy in contemporary Africa.

r Rosa Maria Torres, One Decade of Education for All: The Challenge Ahead (Buenos Aires:
IIEP/UNESCO, 2000), Introduction and Chapter II (“Education for All: The Proposal”), pp. 5-19

r Merilee S. Grindle, and John W. Thomas, Public Choices and Policy Change:  The Political Economy of
Reform in Developing Countries (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1991), Chapter 2 (“Linking Theory
and Practice”), pp. 18–42

UNESCO. Education for All 2000–2015: Achievements and Challenges. EFA Global Monitoring Report
2015. Regional overview: Sub-Saharan Africa (Paris: UNESCO, 2015)
[http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0023/002325/232577E.pdf (2018.03.08)]

 supplementary readings           

Sandra Taylor, Fazal Rizvi, Bob Lingard, and Miriam Henry, Educational Policy and the Politics of
Change (New York: Routledge, 1997), “What is Policy?”

Patrick M. Boyle, Class Formation and Civil Society: The Politics of Education in Africa (Aldershot:
Ashgate, 1999): Introduction

Education in Africa II: Challenges and Constraints (9 April)
We continue our review of education in contemporary Africa, with particular attention to what are

regarded as the most promising initiatives and the most pressing problems. Seminar participants should be
prepared to discuss education—both history and current situation—in their countries of concentration.

r Joel Samoff, with Bidemi Carrol. “Education for All in Africa: Not Catching Up but Setting the Pace,” in
Robert F. Arnove, Carlos Alberto Torres, and Stephen Franz, editors, Comparative Education: The
Dialectic of the Global and the Local (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 4th Edition, 2013), 403-443

r Joel Samoff, “‘Modernizing’ a Socialist Vision: Education in Tanzania,” in Martin Carnoy and Joel
Samoff, Education and Social Transition in the Third World (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1990), pp. 209-273

r Joel Samoff, “More of the Same Will Not Do: Learning without Learning in the World Bank’s 2020
Education Strategy,” in Steven J. Klees, Joel Samoff, and Nelly P. Stromquist, editors, The World
Bank and Education: Critiques and Alternatives (Rotterdam: Sense Publishers, 2012), pp. 109-121

Nelly Stromquist, “Agents in Women’s Education: Some Trends in the African Context,” in Marianne
Bloch, Josephine A. Beoku-Betts, and B. Robert Tabachnick, editors, Women and Education in Sub-
Saharan Africa: Power, Opportunities, and Constraints (Boulder, Lynne Rienner, 1998), pp. 25-46

<< Review the current state of education in your country of concentration.

[http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0023/002325/232577E.pdf
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 supplementary readings           

Clive Harber, Education, Democracy and Political Development in Africa (Brighton: Sussex Academic
Press, 1997), “Authoritarian Schooling in Africa,” pp. 39-49

Mamadou Ndoye, “Globalization, Endogenous Development and Education in Africa,” Prospects XXVII,
no. 1 (1997):79-85

Use this session to refine your skills in using the web to study public policy in Africa, specifically
education. Find sources that explain the initial Education for All meeting (Jomtien, Thailand, March
1990) and the World Education Forum follow up meetings (Dakar, Senegal, April 2000; Incheon,
Republic of Korea, May 2015) . What, exactly, is the commitment to Education for All? Who is
committed? What has been the progress since 1990? You might begin with UNESCO’s main
education for all web site <http://www.unesco.org/new/en/education/themes/leading-the-
international-agenda/education-for-all>, the EFA Global Monitoring Reports <http://en.unesco.org/
gem-report/allreports>, and a major web site of the non-governmental organizations active on this
issue: <http://www.campaignforeducation.org/>. Look too at UNESCO’s SDG data collections:
<http://www.uis.unesco.org/Pages/default.aspx>.

Making Education Policy I: Who? How? With what consequences? (16 April)
Education is often the most contested of public policies. That permits us to see more clearly who are

the major participants and to explore their strategies and tactics. That also enables us to understand better
what—and whose—interests are involved. As we do so, we need to be careful to distinguish policy-as-
intention, policy-as-formal-pronouncement, policy-as-rules, and policy-as-practice. We need as well to
consider the challenges to the common model of policy and policy making as rational and linear.

r David R. Evans, Richard Sack and Christopher Shaw, “Overview and Analysis of the Case Studies—
Lessons for Education Policy Formation,” in Association for the Development of African Education.
Formulating Education Policy: Lessons and Experiences from sub-Saharan Africa (Paris: Association
for the Development of African Education, 1996), pp. 1-37

r Ash Hartwell, “Education Policy Formation in Anglophone Africa: The Work of Education Commissions,”
in David R. Evans, editor, Education Policy Formation in Africa: A Comparative Study of Five Countries
(Washington: USAID, Bureau for Africa, Office of Analysis, Research, and Technical Support,
Technical Paper No. 12, 1994), pp. 29-57

r François Orivel and Christopher Shaw, “Education Policy Formation in Francophone Sub-Saharan
Africa,” in David R. Evans, editor. Education Policy Formation in Africa: A Comparative Study of Five
Countries (Washington: USAID, Bureau for Africa, Office of Analysis, Research, and Technical
Support, Technical Paper No. 12, 1994), pp. 163-181

r Joel Samoff, “Education Policy Formation in Tanzania: Self-Reliance and Dependence,” in David R.
Evans, editor, Education Policy Formation in Africa: A Comparative Study of Five Countries
(Washington: U.S. Agency for International Development, 1994), 85-126

r Jonathan Jansen, “Explaining Non-Change in Education Reform After Apartheid: Political Symbolism
and the Problem of Policy Implementation,” in Yusuf Sayed, and Jonathan Jansen, editors,
Implementing Education Policies: The South African Experience (Cape Town: University of Cape
Town Press, 2001), pp. 271-292

 supplementary readings           

Challenges to the rational policy making model:
Charles E. Lindblom, “The science of ‘muddling through,'” Public Administration Review 19,2 (Spring

1959):79-88.
Charles E. Lindblom, “Still Muddling, Not Yet Through,” Public Administration Review 39,6 (November-

December 1979): 517-526.
Herbert A. Simon, “Rational choice and the structure of the environment,” Psychological Review, 63

(1956): 129-138.
<Country Education Profiles due

http://www.unesco.org/new/en/education/themes/leading-the-international-agenda/education-for-all
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/education/themes/leading-the-international-agenda/education-for-all
<http://en.unesco.org/gem-report/allreports
<http://en.unesco.org/gem-report/allreports
<http://www.campaignforeducation.org/
<http://www.uis.unesco.org/Pages/default.aspx
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Making Education Policy II: Quantifying Education Planning and Practice; Paths to Privatization (23
April)
We have two major concerns today. The first is the pressure to quantify, from education planning to

objectives, to pedagogy, to monitoring and evaluation. The effort to improve research, monitoring, and
analysis has vastly increased the number of studies and reports that countries are expected to undertake. Most
embed, but rarely justify, particular approaches and tools. Funding agreements often require a detailed
education sector analysis (more recently those studies may be incorporated in sector investment program and
poverty strategy reduction documents). The second concerns the gap between the funding needed to achieve
education for all and the resources available in most African countries. Can privatization close that gap, as its
advocates ardently insist?

On the pressure to quantify and the roles and problems of big data—
r Morton Jerven, Poor Numbers (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2013), pp. 83–121, 155-161 [notes]
r Joel Samoff, “The Facade of Precision in Education Data and Statistics: A Troubling Example from

Tanzania,” Journal of Modern African Studies 29,4(December 1991):669-689.
r Joel Samoff, “Education sector analysis in Africa: limited national control and even less national

ownership,” International Journal of Educational Development 19,4-5(July-September 1999):249-272
On the influential role of the economics of education—

r Steven J Klees, “Planning and Policy Analysis in Education: What Can Economics Tell Us?”
Comparative Education Review 30 (November 1986): 574-607

On the global pressure to privatize education—
Susan L. Robertson and Roger Dale, “The Social Justice Implications of Privatisation in Education

Governance Frameworks: a Relational Account,” Oxford Review of Education 39, 4 (2013): 426-445.
WS Keith M. Lewin, Making Rights Realities: Does Privatising Educational Services for the Poor Make

Sense? (Brussels: Education International, September 2013).
All class participants should find and review the education policy/education strategy statement and the

education section of the PRSP for the country they are studying.
 supplementary readings           

WS Joel Samoff, Jane Leer, and Michelle Reddy. Capturing Complexity and Context: Evaluating Aid to
Education (Stockholm: Expert Group for Aid Studies, 2016): Summary pp. 20-34.

WS Keith M. Lewin, The Limits to Growth of Non-Government Private Schooling in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Consortium for Research on Educational Access (Brighton: University of Sussex, Center for
International Education, Transitions and Equity Research Monograph, No. 5, 2007).

Stephen P. Heyneman and Jonathan M. B. Stern. “Low Cost Private Schools for the Poor: What Public
Policy Is Appropriate?,” International Journal of Educational Development 35 (March 2014): 3-15. 

WS Steven J. Klees, “A Quarter-Century of Neoliberal Thinking in Education: Misleading Analyses and
Failed Policies,” Globalization, Societies, and Education 6,4 (November 2008): 311-348.

Making Education Policy III: Case Studies (30 April)
We turn today to case studies of making education policy. As usual, I shall report on Tanzania, and

seminar participants will report on a specific education policy in their countries of concentration.
r David R. Evans, Richard Sack and Christopher Shaw, “Overview and Analysis of the Case Studies—

Lessons for Education Policy Formation,” in Association for the Development of African Education.
Formulating Education Policy: Lessons and Experiences from sub-Saharan Africa (Paris: Association
for the Development of African Education, 1996), pp. 1-37

WS Lesley Bartlett and Frances Vavrus. “A Vertical Case Study of Global Policy-Making: Early Grade
Literacy in Zambia,” in The Handbook of Global Education Policy, editors Karen Mundy, Andy Green,
Bob Lingard, and Antoni Verger (Sussex: Wiley, 2016), 554-572

r Joel Samoff, with Suleman Sumra, “From Planning to Marketing: Making Education and Training Policy
in Tanzania,” in Joel Samoff, editor, Coping With Crisis: Austerity, Adjustment, and Human Resources
(London: Cassell, 1994), pp. 134-172.

Katie Chau, Aminata Traoré Seck, Venkatraman Chandra-Mouli, and Joar Svanemyr. “Scaling Up
Sexuality Education in Senegal: Integrating Family Life Education into the National Curriculum,” Sex
Education 16, no. 5 (September 2016): 503-519
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r Katherine Namuddu, “Research Methodologies and Education Policy and Reform,” in Lene Buchert,
editor, Education Reform in the South in the 1990s (Paris: UNESCO, 1998), pp. 271-299

 supplementary readings           

George Psacharopoulos,”Curriculum Diversification in Colombia and Tanzania:  An Evaluation,”
Comparative Education Review 29,4(November 1985):507-525

Clive Harber, Education, Democracy and Political Development in Africa (Brighton: Sussex Academic
Press, 1997), “Democratic Management and School Effectiveness in Africa: Learning from Tanzania,”
pp. 67-82

<Country Education Policy Case Studies [students enrolled for 5 units] due

International Influences I: Aid Dependence and the Institutionalization of International Influence (7 May)
Pulled by popular pressure and pushed by the need for highly educated and skilled personnel,

education can quickly become an insatiable demand for resources. Especially as economic crises succeeded
earlier developmental optimism and structural adjustment replaced rapid development as the realistic short
term objective in African countries, there was strong pressure to assign the highest priority for available funds
to directly productive activities, which often did not include education. How then to educate the teachers, or
develop new textbooks, or equip the science laboratories? Or more commonly, how to fix the leaking roof?
The common recourse was to external funding. For many though of course not all African countries the
external assistance has become the center of gravity for education and development initiatives. To many, it
seems not only obvious but unexceptional that new initiatives and reform programs require external support,
and therefore responsiveness funding agencies’ agendas and preferences. While historically foreign aid to has
been a small part of total education spending in Africa, its influence often far exceeds its volume. That aid
dependence helps to entrench international influence within African education systems. Our task in this
session is to explore aid dependence, its consequences, and its implications for education policy.

r Joel Samoff, “Institutionalizing International Influence,” In Robert F. Arnove, Carlos Alberto Torres, and
Stephen Franz, editors, Comparative Education: The Dialectic of the Global and the Local (Lanham,
MD: Rowman & Littlefield, Fourth edition, 2013), 55-87

WS Aaron Benavot et al., “Education for All 2000-2015: The Influence of Global Interventions and Aid on
EFA Achievements,” in Karen Mundy, Andy Green, Bob Lingard, and Antoni Verger, editors, The
Handbook of Global Education Policy (Sussex: Wiley, 2016), 241-258.

r Aklilu Habte, “The Future of International Aid to Education: A Personal Reflection,” in Kenneth King and
Lene Buchert, editors, Changing International Aid to Education: Global Patterns and National Contexts
(Paris: UNESCO, 1999), pp. 46-59

r Karen Mundy, “Educational Multilateralism and the World (Dis)Order,” Comparative Education Review
42, no. 4 (1998):448-78.

r David N. Plank, “Aid, Debt and the End of Sovereignty: Mozambique and Its Donors,” Journal of
Modern African Studies 31,3(September 1993):407-430

 supplementary readings           
WS Joel Samoff and Margaret Irving. Education for All: A Global Commitment Without Global Funding. ESP

Working Paper Series, 2014, No. 60.  (London: Education Support Programme, Open Society
Foundations, 2014)

Paolo de Renzio and Joseph Hanlon, Contested Sovereignty in Mozambique: The Dilemmas of Aid
Dependence (Oxford: Oxford University Global Economic Governance Programme, Working Paper
2007/25, 2007). (http://www.globaleconomicgovernance.org/sites/geg/files/De%20Renzio%20
Hanlon_GEG%20WP%202007_25.pdf [2018.03.11]). 

Prachi Srivastava and Su-Ann Oh. “Private Foundations, Philanthropy, and Partnership in Education and
Development: Mapping the Terrain: The New Politics of Aid to Education,” International Journal of
Educational Development 30, no. 5 (September 2010): 460-471

Global Campaign for Education, Education on the Brink: Will the IMF's New Lease on Life Ease or Block
Progress Towards Education Goals? (London: Global Campaign for Education, 2009) 
(www.campaignforeducation.org/docs/reports/IMF%20paper2_low%20res.pdf [2018.03.11])

http://www.globaleconomicgovernance.org/sites/geg/files/De%20Renzio%20Hanlon_GEG%20WP%202007_25.pdf
http://www.globaleconomicgovernance.org/sites/geg/files/De%20Renzio%20Hanlon_GEG%20WP%202007_25.pdf
http://www.campaignforeducation.org/docs/reports/IMF%20paper2_low%20res.pdf
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International Influences II: Evolving International Education Roles; World Bank’s Education Policies and
Initiatives (14 May)
Although education was not its primary mandate, the World Bank has paid increasing attention to

education, including both funding and research. Indeed, the World Bank currently employs or commissions
far more education researchers who specialize in Africa than any African university or research institution.
World Bank policy statements and research findings and recommendations have become principal points of
reference for all involved in education and development, African and non-African. It is important, therefore, to
explore the World Bank’s orientation toward education and toward Africa and how they have changed over
time. What are the policies? What are the issues? What are the critiques? Your reading should include both
what the World Bank says and what critics say about what the World Bank says. (Note while we focus
particular attention on the World Bank, reflecting its central role and substantial influence, other external
agencies are prominent in education policy in Africa. Your country focus may require additional attention to
another agency.]

World Bank. Learning for All: Investing in People’s Knowledge and Skills to Promote Development.
World Bank Education Strategy 2020 (Washington: World Bank, 2011) <http://documents.worldbank.
org/curated/en/169531468331015171/pdf/649590WP0REPLA00WB0EdStrategy0final.pdf>
[2018.03.11]

WS World Bank. World Development Report 2018: Learning to Realize Education's Promise (Washington:
World Bank, 2018).

r Joel Samoff, “The Reconstruction of Schooling in Africa,” Comparative Education Review 37,2(May
1993):181-222.

r Joel Samoff, “Which Priorities and Strategies for Education?” International Journal of Educational
Development 16,3(July 1996):249-271.

r Joel Samoff, “More of the Same Will Not Do: Learning without Learning in the World Bank’s 2020
Education Strategy,” in Steven J. Klees, Joel Samoff, and Nelly P. Stromquist, editors, The World
Bank and Education: Critiques and Alternatives (Rotterdam: Sense Publishers, 2012), 109-121

Karen Mundy and Antoni Verger, “The World Bank and the Global Governance of Education in a
Changing World Order,” International Journal of Educational Development 40 (January 2015): 9-18.

r Joel Samoff and Bidemi Carrol, From Manpower Planning to the Knowledge Era: World Bank Policies on
Higher Education in Africa (Paris: UNESCO Forum on Higher Education, Research and Knowledge,
2004).

 supplementary readings           

P.W. Jones, World Bank Financing of Education: Lending, Learning and Development (New York and
London: Routledge, Second Edition, 2007), “World Bank priorities for educational financing.”

Thandika Mkandawire and Charles C. Soludo, Our Continent Our Future: African Perspectives on
Structural Adjustment (Trenton: Africa World Press for CODESRIA, 1999), “The Adjustment
Experience,” pp. 49-85

WS Stephen P. Heyneman, “The history and problems in the making of education policy at the World Bank
1960–2000” International Journal of Educational Development 23 (2003): 315–337

<Outline and Bibliography for External Roles in Education Policy paper due

Education for All: The Global and the Local in Public Policy in Africa (21 May)
Making public policy is always contested. In Africa the participants in that process are not only the

government and non-governmental organizations but also external institutions. Our concern is to explore the
intersection of global and local (that is, national and sub-national) influences on education policy. For that, we
will draw heavily on course participants’ research.

WS Karen Mundy, “Education for All and the New Development Compact,” International Review of
Education 52 (2006): 23-48.

r Martin Carnoy, “Globalization and Educational Reform,” in Nelly P. Stromquist and Karen Monkman,
editors, Globalization and Education: Integration and Contestation across Cultures (Lanham, MD:
Rowman & Littlefield, 2000), pp. 43-61

Philip W. Jones, “Education and World Order,” Comparative Education 43, 3 (August 2007): 325-337

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/169531468331015171/pdf/649590WP0REPLA00WB0EdStrategy0final.pdf
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/169531468331015171/pdf/649590WP0REPLA00WB0EdStrategy0final.pdf
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WS A. A. Marphatia and D. Archer, Contradicting Commitments: How the Achievement of Education For All
is Being Undermined by the International Monetary Fund. (London, ActionAid, 2005).

Thandika Mkandawire, “The Social Sciences in Africa: Breaking Local Barriers and Negotiating
International Presence,” African Studies Review 40, no. 2 (1997):15-36
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